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NCAR’s	CESM�
(Community	Earth	System	Model)	
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Three	talks	on	transport:	
	
	

1.  Transport	in	climate-weather	models�
�
What do we transport in climate/climate-chemistry models? Why?�
 

2.  Desirable	properties	of	transport	schemes�
�
What physical properties of the continuous equation of motion  are 
important to respect in discretization schemes? �
 

3.  Numerical	methods	for	tracer	advection�
�
James Kent’s lecture 	



GEOS-5	simulation:	winds	transporting	aerosols	(5/2005-5/2007)	
In general, dust appears in shades of orange, sea salt blue, sulfates white, and carbon green 



The	most	important	continuity	equation	in	modeling	

Consider the continuity equation for dry air
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Dry air makes up 99.75% of the mass of the atmosphere:�
   
mean mass of dry air = 5.1352 ± 0.0003 x 1018 kg �
 
mean mass of atmosphere = 5.1480 x 1018 kg  

 
Trenberth and Smith (2005)  



The dry hydrostatic surface pressure, p
s,d , is the force exerted by

the dry air above per unit area

p
s,d = = z=z

top

z=z
s

g⇢
d

dz .

where g is the acceleration of gravity and p
d

is dry pressure.

Simple	Mercury	Barometer	

Mean ps,d  = 982hPa�
  
Mean ps = 984.8hPa 
(total surface pressure) 



Source:	h3p://www.ux1.eiu.edu/~c;ps/1400/atmos_origin.html	

Atmospheric	composition		
is	changing	…	



Source:h3p://serc.carleton.edu/eslabs/carbon/7a.html	

The	Keeling	curve	

Burning	fossil	fuels	add	CO2	to	the	atmosphere,	however,	it	also	removes	oxygen,	and	so	
the	added	mass	is	37.5%	of	the	oxygen	used.	The	added	mass	from	this	process	alone	
would	amount	to	about	0.03	hPa.	This	is	offset	by	the	fact	that	roughly	half	of	the	carbon	
dioxide	generated	by	fossil	fuel	burning	does	not	remain	in	the	atmosphere	but	is	taken	up	
by	the	oceans	and	biosphere.	The	la3er	gives	back	the	oxygen	in	photosynthesis,	while	the	
carbon	dioxide	entering	the	ocean	may	be	taken	out	of	the	system	as	carbonate.	The	net	
change	in	mass	is	likely	to	be	less	than	0.01	hPa	in	surface	pressure	and	is	more	likely	a	
net	loss	than	a	gain	in	mass.	
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The	most	important	continuity	equation	in	modeling	

Accurate	to	
approximately	
0.01hPa	globally	



Consider the continuity equation for dry air
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The	most	important	continuity	equation	in	modeling	

Note	that	the	continuity	equation	for	air	is	“tightly”	coupled	with	
momentum	and	thermodynamic	equations	
	
To	solve	(1)	we	need	to	know	the	velocity	field!	
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Eulerian version: �
�
Ω stays fixed 
in local coordinate system 



Consider the continuity equation for dry air
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Water	in	the	atmosphere	
	
	

�
 
1.  Water vapor (gaseous phase of water): weight of water vapor in the�

atmosphere corresponds to approximately ~2.4hPa�
 

2.  Liquid water (clouds): condensation of water vapor form droplets�
�
�
�
�
 

3.  Frozen water / ice (clouds): ice crystals	

Cirrus	clouds	(high	clouds)	

High	resolution	models	
also	transport	graubel,	hail,	
snow,	…	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Water substance X , where X = v , cl , ci (water vapor, cloud liquid

and cloud ice), is represented with mixing ratio variable:

mX � ⇢X
⇢d

,

where ⇢d is the mass of dry air per volume of moist air.

Z mX is mixing ratio of water substance of type X with respect

to dry air (not moist air!)

Z
The mass of moist air in a unit volume, including all water

substances, is simply the sum of the individual components

⇢ = ⇢d + ⇢v + ⇢cl + ⇢ci = ⇢d (1 +mv +mcl +mci ) .
Z

Some models (and/or parameterizations) used specific

humidities

qX = ⇢X
⇢ .



The budget equation for water substance X is
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where Sm

X

is source of water substance X .

Water	variable	sources/sinks:		
	
•  Changes	of	state	
•  Precipitation	formation	(and	
•  evaporation)	
•  Unresolved	transports	by	

turbulence	and	convection	
•  Surface	fluxes	



Some models solve the continuity equation for ‘total air density’
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Complicates physics-
dynamics coupling! 
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Condensate loading (CL) and surface pressure (Ps) (Bacmeister et al., 2012)

between 5000 and 10000 m. This general shape seems to
hold for moderate to intense Rsfc (100 to 1000 mm d!1).
[14] As a crude first approximation we set rc∗ to a con-

stant value rc0 between the surface and a height HCL and

set rc∗ = 0 above. The density rc0 is then specified as a
function of Rsfc and a terminal velocity wf,

rc0 ¼ rL0
Rsfc

wf
: ð6Þ

where rL0 is the density of liquid water (1000 kg m!3)
and Rsfc is expressed in units of m s!1. Combining (5)
and (6) and incorporating our assumptions about the
shape of the condensate profile we obtain an expression
for the time-varying, fully-3D, hydrostatic pressure per-
turbation induced by CL

p′CL x; y; z; tð Þ ¼ g rL0
Rsfc

wf
% HCL ! zð Þ z ≤ HCL;

0 z > HCL:

8
<

: ð7Þ

For Rsfc we use the instantaneous CAM5 total surface pre-
cipitation (convective + large-scale) at each time step. We
simply use the hydrostatically-determined heights of the
CAM5 half-levels or layer edges to define the condensate
column. When the upper-edge of a layer falls below HCL it is
included in the column, otherwise it is left out. This can

Table 1. RMS Differences Between !p and !phyd for Different
Coarse-Graining Scales

Coarse-Graining
Scale

With Loading
(hPa)

Without Loading
(hPa)

25 km 0.062 0.17
5 km 0.098 0.25

Figure 2. JFD of pressure loading at the surface from con-
densates (hPa, vertical axis) and surface precipitation rates
Rsfc (mm d!1, horizontal axis) in 25 km % 25 km subdo-
mains. Dashed White lines show p′CLjz¼0 for CL1 and CL2
defined in Table 2. N is the number of occurrences in each
20 % 0.1 (mm d!1 % hPa) bin.

Figure 1. JFDs of WRF pressure !p (horizontal) vs. diag-
nostic hydrostatic pressure calculations (vertical). Hydro-
static pressures are calculated using fields coarse-grained to
25 km % 25 km subdomains. (a) Result with a hydrostatic
calculation including mass of all condensed species !phyd;c .
(b) Result for hydrostatic calculation ignoring condensate
masses !phyd;v (see text). N is the number of occurrences in
each 0.1 % 0.1 (hPa2) bin.

Table 2. CAM5 Experiments and Parameters for p′CL

Experiment wf HCL

CTR control, no loading control, no loading
CL1 2.5 ms!1 8500 m
CL2 0.625 ms!1 2000 m

BACMEISTER ET AL.: CONDENSATE LOADING L04806L04806

3 of 5

Experiment setup

Model = WRF (NCAR weather research forecast model) with ‘all’ water vari-

ables prognostic as well as non-hydrostatic dynamics; �x = �y = 500m

horizontal resolution, 5 day simulation.

Non-hydrostatic e↵ects at �x =25km

Figure (upper): Joint frequency distributions of
WRF pressure (x-axis) and hydrostatic pressure
(y -axis) coarse-grained to 25 km.

Non-hydrostatic e↵ects not significant!

What is the e↵ect of CL on Ps?

Figure (lower): Same as upper but hydrostatic
pressure ignores CL (y -axis).

) frequent, large (O(hPa)) underestimates of Ps

compared to WRF Ps .

A clear implication of this result is that high-resolution climate model surface pressures in regions
of strong precipitation may be systematically underestimated by several hPa.

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Dynamics II May 30, 2012 20 / 25



Figure	courtesy	of	J.	Klemp	(NCAR)	

Idealized	squall-line	simulation	(2D)	

Δx=1km	



Cloud	microphysics	

Modern	cloud	microphysics	parameterizations	also	require	
tracers	for	number	concentrations	of	cloud	liquid	and	cloud	ice	
in	addition	to	the	mixing	ratios	for	cloud	liquid	and	ice.	

Source:	h3ps://www.studyblue.com/notes/note/n/sec[on-18-3/deck/1357832	



Examples	of	non-water	tracers	

•  Sea-salt	
•  SO2,	SO4	
•  Carbon	dioxide	
•  DMS:	Dimethylsulfite	–	biogenic	sulfur	compound	

•  SOAG:	Secondary	Organic	Aerosol	
•  O3	•  ….	







The budget equation for water substance X is
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Sub-grid-scale	redistribution	of	tracer	mass	
Horizontal computational space

Red lines: regular latitude-longitude grid

Grid-cell size defines the smallest scale that can be resolved ( 6= e↵ective resolution!)

Many important processes taking place sub-grid-scale that must be parameterized

Loosely speaking, the parameterizations compute grid-cell average tendencies due to
sub-grid-scale processes in terms of the (resolved scale) atmospheric state

In modeling jargon parameterizations are also referred to as physics
(what is unphysical about resolved scale dynamics?)

Peter Hjort Lauritzen (NCAR) Atmosphere Modeling I: Introduction & Dynamics August 11, 2014 3 / 34



Vertical	transport	by	deep	convection	

Deep convection scheme - schematic
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Figure courtesy of J. Bacmeister (NCAR)

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 16 / 23

Deep convective tracer transport

Convection is an e↵ective way of mixing tracers in the vertical (e.g. Mahowald et al., 1995; Collins
et al., 1999), e.g., convective updrafts can transport a tracer from the surface to the upper tropo-
sphere on time scales of O(1h).

Steady state continuity equation for ‘bulk’ updraft mixing ratio 'u

@ (Mu'u)

@p
= Eu'e � Du'u (8)

where

Mu is mass-flux at layer interfaces

'e mixing ratio of environment
(in CAM: 'e = '; i.e. we assume that area of updraft <<
grid cell area)

Eu and Du are entrainment/detraiment rates for the updrafts.

Solve (8) for 'u

u

E φ
e

E φ
e

Mu
φ

u

Mu
φ

u

D φ
u D φ

CAM5 subroutine convtran in physics/cam/zm conv.F90 file

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 17 / 23



Rasch	et	al.	(2006)	setup	How much mixing does deep convection do?

Use Rasch et al. (2006) transport test setup: day 0 , zonal average

(left) no deep convective transport of tracers - there is deep convective transport of water variables!, (middle) default, (right) di↵erence

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 18 / 23

How much mixing does deep convection do?

Use Rasch et al. (2006) transport test setup: day 5 , zonal average

(left) no deep convective transport of tracers - there is deep convective transport of water variables!, (middle) default, (right) di↵erence

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 18 / 23

How much mixing does deep convection do?

Use Rasch et al. (2006) transport test setup: day 1 , zonal average

(left) no deep convective transport of tracers - there is deep convective transport of water variables!, (middle) default, (right) di↵erence

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 18 / 23

Day	0	 Day	1	

Mixing	ra[o	1	in	
one	layer	and		
0	elsewhere	

Difference	between	
simula[on	without	
deep	convec[ve	
transport	and	with	



Turbulent	diffusion	Turbulent di↵usion

Given vertical profile of eddy di↵usion coe�cient K(p):

@'

@t
=

@

@p


K(p)

@'

@p

�
(10)

Contrary to convective tracer transport turbulent di↵usion is a local process!

t=0 t=T

Peter Hjort Lauritzen and Julio Bacmeister (NCAR) Resolved and sub-grid-scale transport in CAM5-FV July 11, 2012 21 / 23



Vertical	coordinates	and	tracer	transport	

Consider the continuity equation for dry air
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Vertical	coordinates:	isentropes		

h3p://www.met.tamu.edu/class/metr452/models/2001/vertres.html	



Vertical	coordinates	and	topography		

Schaer	et	al.	(2002)	

2466 VOLUME 130M O N T H L Y W E A T H E R R E V I E W

FIG. 5. Vertical coordinates used for the idealized advection test:
(a) sigma coordinate, (b) hybrid coordinate with a scale height of s
5 8 km, (c) SLEVE coordinate using a scale-dependent decay of
terrain features (s1 5 15 km for large- and s2 5 2.5 km for small-
scale features, respectively), and (d) reference grid without topog-
raphy. The diagrams show the lowermost 15 km of the computational
domain with a depth of H 5 25 km.

tributions (see details in next subsection). For the two
scale heights, we use s1 5 15 km and s2 5 2.5 km. The
resulting mesh (Fig. 5c) has a much smoother structure
at upper levels. It is comparable to the hybrid coordinate
(Fig. 5b) in the sense that the maximum displacement
of the coordinate surfaces from their upstream level are
almost identical (e.g., the maximum displacement for
both these coordinates is ;500 m at a height of 15 km).

As a reference, an integration in the absence of topog-
raphy is also conducted (Fig. 5d). This integration will
allow distinguishing between the regular-grid truncation
error of the finite-difference scheme and the errors as-
sociated with coordinate transformations.

b. Detailed specification of the advection test

We consider a computational domain with a length
of 300 km and a depth of 25 km. The topography h(x)
is specified as the product of a large-scale mountain
h*(x) of halfwidth a, and a small-scale wavelike per-
turbation of wavelength l; that is,

px
2h(x) 5 cos h*(x), (26a)1 2l

where

 px
2h cos for |x| # ao 1 2 2ah*(x) 5 (26b)

0 for |x| $ a

and where ho denotes the maximum height of the ob-
stacle. In all examples we use ho 5 3 km, a 5 25 km,
and l 5 8 km. For the formulation with the new co-
ordinate, the topography is split into larger-scale and
smaller-scale contributions; see (13). To this end, we
choose for the larger-scale contribution

1
h (x) 5 h*(x). (27)1 2

This implies that the two contributions have the same
maximum amplitude of 1.5 km.
The discretization uses an Arakawa C grid. All nu-

merical operations are coded in conservative flux form.
An Asselin filter was implemented, but is not activated
for the tests presented. The height z of the coordinate
surfaces is discretized from (14) at the W points of the
grid, using the respective definitions for the three co-
ordinate systems considered, that is, (15), (16), and (17).
The Jacobian is then defined at the mass points of the
grid. The sheared wind profile is specified as

1 for z # z2 p z 2 z12u(z) 5 u sin for z # z # z (28)o 1 21 22 z 2 z2 1
0 for z # z 1

with uo 5 10 m s21, z1 5 4 km, and z2 5 5 km. The
wind field is defined by means of a streamfunction

z

f(z) 5 2 u(z) dz (29)E
0

and implemented according to (25). We define the stream-
function at doubly staggered locations fi11/2,k11/2, and its
derivatives (]f/]Z)i11/2,k and (]f/]X) i,k11/2 at staggered
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FIG. 4. Vertical cross section of the idealized two-dimensional advection test. The topography is located
entirely within a stagnant pool of air, while there is a uniform horizontal velocity aloft. The analytical solution
of the advected anomaly is shown at three instances.

that is, to a scale that is usually retained in digital to-
pography fields used in weather prediction and climate
models.
The topographic obstacle is submerged within a stag-

nant air mass, but aloft there is a uniform and purely
horizontal flow directed from left to right. This upper-
level flow is separated from the stagnant low-level pool
by a shear layer. The situation thus corresponds to the
not uncommon meteorological condition of a low-level
blocked air mass with submerged topography. The up-
per-level flow represents plain horizontal and linear ad-
vection, but in the presence of coordinate deformations
as implied by the underlying topography.
To test the performance of various schemes, a simple

scalar anomaly is initialized upstream of the topography
and advected by the flow. The transport of the anomaly
field r is described in conservative flux form by

]r/]t 1 = · (vr) 5 0, (22)
where v5 (u, y, w)5 (u(z), 0, 0) is the specified velocity
vector. On a regular grid, the advection is along the
coordinate surfaces. On a terrain-following computa-
tional mesh, however, the flow becomes multidimen-
sional. In two dimensions, the transformed equation
reads

] ] ]
21 21 21(J r) 1 (J ur) 1 (J Wr) 5 0, (23)

]t ]X ]Z
where W 5 DZ/Dt is the vertical velocity expressed in
the new coordinate framework. The prescribed wind
profile u(z) can be expressed as

(u, w) 5 (2]f/]z, 0)
using a streamfunction f 5 f(z). Transformation into
computational space then yields

]f ]f
(u, W ) 5 J 2 , . (24)1 2]Z ]X

Introducing (24) into (23), one obtains

] ] ]f ] ]f
21(J r) 1 2 r 1 r 5 0. (25)1 2 1 2]t ]X ]Z ]Z ]X

Choosing (25) rather than (23) as the governing equa-
tion for the numerical implementation has two important
advantages. First, (25) allows implementing the non-
divergence property of the specified flow field on the
level of the numerical approximation. Second, in (25)
the metric terms disappear in the flux-divergence com-
putation, such that the cancellation problems addressed
by KSF are avoided. In general, however, (25) is not
amenable, as the streamfunction may not be available,
or as the wind field may be divergent.
For all tests we use a computational domain that is

confined above by a rigid lid at H 5 25 km and that is
periodic in the x direction. The anomaly is initialized
at t1 and advected from left to right. Diagrams will be
shown at three times corresponding to positions of the
anomaly upstream, over and downstream of the obstacle
(see Fig. 4).
The standard experiments will be conducted using

explicit time stepping with centered finite differences
in space and time (leapfrog) on a staggered Arakawa C
grid. Other schemes to be considered include higher-
order versions of the leapfrog scheme, the upstream
scheme, and two versions of the Smolarkiewicz scheme
(Smolarkiewicz 1984). Unless stated otherwise, the nu-
merical experiments are conducted in the absence of
explicit diffusion.
Tests are conducted using the four different coordi-

nates shown in Fig. 5. The first mesh is obtained with
a sigma coordinate (Fig. 5a). The second mesh is a
hybridlike setting (Fig. 5b), based upon (11) with a scale
height of s 5 8 km. This coordinate is characterized by
a more rapid decay of the terrain features with height.
The third mesh (Fig. 5c) is a version of the SLEVE
coordinate (14). It requires splitting the topography ac-
cording to (13) into larger-scale and smaller-scale con-

Schaer	et	al.	(2002)	
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FIG. 6. Numerical solutions to the advection test using centered differences and a horizontal Courant number of a 5 0.25. (a),(c),(e),(g) The
advected anomalies at three consecutive times (t1 5 0, t2 5 2500 s, t3 5 5000 s) and (b),(d),(f ),(h) the error field at t3 (numerical minus analytical
field). The solutions are from numerical experiments using (a),(b) the sigma coordinate, (c),(d) a hybrid coordinate, (e),(f ) the SLEVE coordinate,
and (g),(h) a regular grid. The initial amplitude of the anomaly is 1; the contour interval in the left-hand panels is 0.1, and that in the right-
hand panels is 0.01 (zero contour suppressed, negative contours dashed). The coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 5.

stituents and water species. We consider both the non-
linear version of the scheme as described in Smolar-
kiewicz (1984), and a version using a linearized anti-
diffusive correction. Results are summarized in Table
1. Despite the excellent performance of the scheme in
the absence of grid transformations, the deteriorating
effects of coordinate transformations are evident.

The results of these tests can be summarized as fol-
lows: Schemes with implicit diffusion suffer particu-
larly large coordinate transformation errors. Diffusion
spreads out the solution in computational space, rap-
idly broadens the initial anomaly, and thereby makes
the scheme more susceptible to coordinate transfor-
mations.
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stituents and water species. We consider both the non-
linear version of the scheme as described in Smolar-
kiewicz (1984), and a version using a linearized anti-
diffusive correction. Results are summarized in Table
1. Despite the excellent performance of the scheme in
the absence of grid transformations, the deteriorating
effects of coordinate transformations are evident.

The results of these tests can be summarized as fol-
lows: Schemes with implicit diffusion suffer particu-
larly large coordinate transformation errors. Diffusion
spreads out the solution in computational space, rap-
idly broadens the initial anomaly, and thereby makes
the scheme more susceptible to coordinate transfor-
mations.
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FIG. 5. Vertical coordinates used for the idealized advection test:
(a) sigma coordinate, (b) hybrid coordinate with a scale height of s
5 8 km, (c) SLEVE coordinate using a scale-dependent decay of
terrain features (s1 5 15 km for large- and s2 5 2.5 km for small-
scale features, respectively), and (d) reference grid without topog-
raphy. The diagrams show the lowermost 15 km of the computational
domain with a depth of H 5 25 km.

tributions (see details in next subsection). For the two
scale heights, we use s1 5 15 km and s2 5 2.5 km. The
resulting mesh (Fig. 5c) has a much smoother structure
at upper levels. It is comparable to the hybrid coordinate
(Fig. 5b) in the sense that the maximum displacement
of the coordinate surfaces from their upstream level are
almost identical (e.g., the maximum displacement for
both these coordinates is ;500 m at a height of 15 km).

As a reference, an integration in the absence of topog-
raphy is also conducted (Fig. 5d). This integration will
allow distinguishing between the regular-grid truncation
error of the finite-difference scheme and the errors as-
sociated with coordinate transformations.

b. Detailed specification of the advection test

We consider a computational domain with a length
of 300 km and a depth of 25 km. The topography h(x)
is specified as the product of a large-scale mountain
h*(x) of halfwidth a, and a small-scale wavelike per-
turbation of wavelength l; that is,

px
2h(x) 5 cos h*(x), (26a)1 2l

where

 px
2h cos for |x| # ao 1 2 2ah*(x) 5 (26b)

0 for |x| $ a

and where ho denotes the maximum height of the ob-
stacle. In all examples we use ho 5 3 km, a 5 25 km,
and l 5 8 km. For the formulation with the new co-
ordinate, the topography is split into larger-scale and
smaller-scale contributions; see (13). To this end, we
choose for the larger-scale contribution

1
h (x) 5 h*(x). (27)1 2

This implies that the two contributions have the same
maximum amplitude of 1.5 km.
The discretization uses an Arakawa C grid. All nu-

merical operations are coded in conservative flux form.
An Asselin filter was implemented, but is not activated
for the tests presented. The height z of the coordinate
surfaces is discretized from (14) at the W points of the
grid, using the respective definitions for the three co-
ordinate systems considered, that is, (15), (16), and (17).
The Jacobian is then defined at the mass points of the
grid. The sheared wind profile is specified as

1 for z # z2 p z 2 z12u(z) 5 u sin for z # z # z (28)o 1 21 22 z 2 z2 1
0 for z # z 1

with uo 5 10 m s21, z1 5 4 km, and z2 5 5 km. The
wind field is defined by means of a streamfunction

z

f(z) 5 2 u(z) dz (29)E
0

and implemented according to (25). We define the stream-
function at doubly staggered locations fi11/2,k11/2, and its
derivatives (]f/]Z)i11/2,k and (]f/]X) i,k11/2 at staggered
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From	R.	Walko	

Terrain-following coordinates 
used in most models 

OLAM uses cut cell method 



What	tracers	need	to	be	prognosed	

Minimal	set:	The	water	species	-	crucial	for	predicting	the	
dynamics	and	moist	thermodynamics	of	the	atmosphere	
(e.g.,	CAM4	has	3	tracers:	humidity,	cloud	liquid	and	cloud	ice)	
	
What	else?	Depends	on	the	problem	you	wish	to	study	with	you	
model	…�
	
•  Aerosol	indirect	effects:	e.g.	CAM5	-	approximately	27	more	

tracers		



CAM5	configuration	

Fixed:	(N2,	O2	H2O,)	O3,	OH,	NO3,	HO2		
(prescribed	with	monthly	mean	values)	
	
Chemically	ac[ve:	H2O2,	H2SO4,	SO2,	DMS,	
SOAG	
	
Chemistry:	photolysis	of	H2O2,	DMS,	
[usr_HO2_HO2]	HO2	+	HO2	->	H2O2	
																														H2O2	+	OH	->	H2O	+	HO2		
[usr_SO2_OH]			SO2	+	OH	->	H2SO4	
																													DMS	+	OH	->	SO2	
	
Aerosol	forma[on	of	SO4:		
Chemically:	from	SO2	->	H2SO4	
aq-phase	(H2O2,	O3),	nuclea[on,	from	H2SO4	
H2SO4	deposi[on	

Slide	courtesy	of	S.Tilmes	(NCAR)	



What	tracers	need	to	be	prognosed	

Minimal	set:	The	water	species	-	crucial	for	predicting	the	
dynamics	and	moist	thermodynamics	of	the	atmosphere	
(e.g.,	CAM4	has	3	tracers:	humidity,	cloud	liquid	and	cloud	ice)	
	
What	else?	Depends	on	the	problem	you	wish	to	study	with	you	
model	…�
	
•  Aerosol	indirect	effects:	e.g.	CAM5	-	approximately	27	more	

tracers	�
	

•  Comprehensive	tropospheric	and	stratospheric	chemistry	
(including	H2O2	and	Ozone),	and	improved	aerosol	formation	
representation:	e.g.,	CAM5-Chem	–	approximately	145	
aerosol/chemical	species			



CAM	applications	

~32																											~70																																		~126	

Model	top	

•  WACCM:	~60-135+	tracers�
(Whole	Atmosphere	Community	Model)		

~500km	
	
	
	
	
	
~150km	
	
	
	
~40km	

•  WACCM-x:	~60+	tracers�
	(WACCM	with	thermosphere	and	ionosphere	extension	

•  CAM:	~25-33	tracers	
•  CAM-Chem:	~145+	tracers�

	

Number	of	vertical	levels	



Computational	cost	of	tracer	transport	is	a	
significant	fraction	of	overall	runtime	cost	

•  Scalability:�
�
-	weak	scaling	(as	the	number	of	cores	is	increased	the	problem	size	
is	also	increased)�
-	strong	scaling	(as	the	number	of	cores	is	increased	the	problem	
size	remains	the	same)�
�
	

•  Cost	per	tracer	matters	for	large	tracer	counts�
�
	



CAM	applications	

Horizontal	resolution	

~1/8o				 									1/4o																										1o 	 		 	 	2o	

Simulation	time	

•  Coupled	climate	�
�
�
	

•  Atmosphere	only	climate	

Millennia	

Decades	

Centuries	

Seasons	

Days	

•  Paleo	climate					

•  Weather	forecast�
(hurricanes/thyphoons)	
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Cost	per	tracer:	slope	
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1 degree (NE30NP4), Yellowstone computer, timings for dynamical core

FV, ntask=1728, slope=0.10
SE, ntask=1728, slope=0.17
SE-CSLAM, ntask=1728, slope=0.095
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More information: http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/cms/pel  
Email: pel@ucar.edu  


